Abstract. We study the behavior of representation varieties of quivers with relations under the operation of node splitting. Working in the "relative setting" (splitting one node at a time) allows us to combinatorially enumerate irreducible components of representation varieties, and show they have rational singularities, for a wide class of algebras. This class contains all radical square zero algebras but also many others, as illustrated by examples throughout the paper. We also give applications to generic decomposition within irreducible components and decomposition of moduli spaces of semistable representations of certain algebras.
1. Introduction 1.1. Context and motivation. Throughout, k is an algebraically closed field. We specialize to characteristic 0 only when necessary, for results on singularities and moduli spaces. The algebras we study are those of the form A = kQ/I where Q is a quiver and I a twosided ideal. We do not assume the ideal is admissible except when necessary, thus most of our results apply to infinite dimensional quotients of path algebras as well.
Each dimension vector d for A determines a representation variety rep A (d) with action of a product of general linear groups GL(d) (see Section 2.3). Orbit closures in rep A (d) have remarkable connections with the representation theory of A and related objects; see surveys such as [Bon98, Zwa11, HZ14] for detailed treatments. Interest in these varieties is not confined to representation theory of algebras, however: they also naturally arise in Lie theory, commutative algebra, and algebraic geometry. The interested reader may consult the introduction to [Kin18] for more detail and references.
Even restricting our attention to representation theory of algebras, geometric methods centered around the varieties rep A (d), such as the construction of moduli spaces (see Section 5), provide a toolkit for classification of representations which is complementary to homological and functorial approaches [Kin94, Rei08] .
The purpose of this paper is to systematically study connections between representation varieties for algebras related by splitting nodes: while the defining equations of these varieties can be quite different, our main results establish close connections between their irreducible components, singularities of these components, and generic decompositions (the generalization of Kac's canonical decomposition to arbitrary quivers with relations). We also give an application of our result on singularities to the structure of certain moduli spaces of semistable representations.
We now informally summarize the idea of node splitting; see Section 2.2 for details. A node of an algebra A = kQ/I is a vertex x of Q such that all the paths of length 2 passing strictly through x belong to I. A node x of A can be split by the following local operation around x:
(1.1)
resulting in a new algebra A x with one fewer node (disregarding sources and sinks).
The representation theory of A and A x is essentially the same, but the geometry of their representation varieties can be drastically different. Consider for example A defined by
− → • and I = βα so that x is a node. Representation varieties for A are generally singular and can have arbitrarily large numbers of irreducible components as d varies, but representation varieties for A x are all just affine spaces since it is hereditary (defined by a quiver with no relations). Nonetheless, it turns out that there is a close relationship between the geometry of representation varieties for A and A x , which we develop in the present work.
A special case of particular interest is when every vertex of A is a node, which is precisely when rad 2 A = 0. Such algebras are historically significant because they are the first step beyond semisimple algebras. Interesting remarks on the importance of radical square zero algebras and their associated graphs in the development of the modern representation theory of algebras can be found in the volume of Gabriel and Roiter [GR97, § §7.8, 8.7] . Turning to the history of geometry of representations of algebras, one can consider BuchsbaumEisenbud varieties of complexes as representation varieties of the radical square zero algebra A given by quiver • → • → · · · → •. These varieties were studied extensively in the 1970s and results on them were eventually generalized beyond the radical square zero case (for this particular quiver) [ADFK81] . See the introduction of [KR15] for more remarks and references on this. So from both representation theoretic and geometric perspectives, we can see the radical square zero case as an important starting point for much deeper developments.
While radical square zero algebras are an important special case, working in the relative setting allows us to apply our results to many more algebras, as demonstrated in Examples 4.1, 4.6, 4.9, 4.11, 4.12, and 5.4.
Statement of main results.
We start by giving a precise geometric description of how representation varieties of A and A x are related in Section 3, using the language of homogeneous bundles. This has applications to determining irreducible components, generic decomposition, and singularities of representation varieties. We summarize our main results in the following theorem, noting that we actually prove more general statements later. 
(c) Assume that char k = 0. If C x is a normal variety, then C is a normal variety, and if C x has rational singularities, then C has rational singularities.
The theorem is applied in practice by repeatedly splitting nodes until one arrives at an algebra whose representation varieties are already understood. We note that the injective map of (1.3) is not canonical: there is a choice which is essentially whether the simple representation of A supported at x is identified with the simple representation of A x supported at x t or x h . The choice of this paper is x t .
We single out the case of radical square zero algebras for special attention. In this case every vertex is a node, and splitting nodes results in a quiver without relations (i.e. a hereditary algebra). Since each representation variety of a quiver without relations is isomorphic to an affine space, we can give a purely combinatorial classification of the irreducible components of radical square zero algebras this way (Theorem 4.3). We also get the following immediate corollary on singularities, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first result limiting the singularities of all irreducible components of representation varieties for such a large class of non-hereditary algebras. Corollary 1.4. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with rad 2 A = 0 and char k = 0.
Then for any dimension vector d, any irreducible component C ⊆ rep A (d) has rational singularities (and is thus also normal, and Cohen-Macaulay).
Such results on the singularities of irreducible components, specifically their normality, can be combined with the main theorem of [CK18] to study the geometry of decompositions of moduli spaces of semistable representations (in sense of Geometric Invariant Theory). We discuss such applications and related semistability results in Section 5.
1.3. Relation to existing literature. When considering all algebras A = kQ/I, or even restricting to finite dimensional ones, there can be arbitrarily many irreducible components of the representation varieties rep A (d), and their singularities can be smoothly equivalent to any singularity that appears in a finite type scheme over Z. Thus, there is no reasonable expectation to uniformly describe these for arbitrary A and d. One instead restricts to specific classes of algebras, and even then there are very few where irreducible components of every rep A (d) can be parametrized by combinatorial data, or singularities of irreducible components or orbit closures can be limited. Below we survey some literature on these problems and how our works relates.
Radical square zero:
We first note that our results generalize some of those appearing in [BCHZ15] , where representation varieties for radical square zero algebras are studied by rather different methods. Specific comparisons are given at relevant points in this paper.
Irreducible components: There are some techniques to find irreducible components of representation varieties for certain classes of algebras, assuming one has complete knowledge of the category of representations. For example, Zwara's result that Hom order and degeneration order coincide for representation finite algebras [Zwa99] can in principle be used to compute irreducible components of a given representation finite algebra, assuming one explicitly knows all its indecomposable representations and dimensions of all Hom spaces between them. Similarly, Richmond's results [Ric01] can be used when the number of isomorphism classes of subrepresentations of an arbitrary (finite-dimensional) projective representation is finite. Huisgen-Zimmermann and her collaborators have classified irreducible components of representation varieties for truncated path algebras in terms of representation theoretic data in a series of papers [HZ16, HZS17, GHZ18] . Irreducible components for other classes of algebras have been classified in [BS01, GS03, Sch04, RRS11, KW14] . See also [HZG12] for a survey. The the best of our knowledge, our results give the first purely combinatorial classification of irreducible components for such a broad class of algebras (i.e. with arbitrarily many simple representations and including wild algebras).
Generic decomposition: The generic decomposition is best understood for quivers without relations, where it is also called Kac's canonical decomposition [Kac80, Kac82, Sch92, CBS02, DW02] . For quivers with relations, Babson, Huisgen-Zimmerman, and Thomas have studied generic behavior of modules in irreducible components in [BHZT09] , obtaining the sharpest results for truncated path algebras. Carroll has given a combinatorial method of producing the generic decomposition for acyclic gentle algebras in [Car15] .
Singularities: The authoritative source on singularities of orbit closures in module varieties (equivalently, the representation varieties of this paper) is the survey of Zwara [Zwa11] . Some additional contributions to this topic can be found in more recent papers such as [Bob12, RZ13, LZ14, Sut15, Lőr15, LW18] . To the best of our knowledge, our results give the first classes of algebras (other than the trivial hereditary case) where every irreducible component of every representation variety is known to have rational singularities.
Moduli spaces: The moduli space decomposition application which we give in Section 5 was first done for algebras of the form A = kQ with Q acyclic in [DW11a] (see also [CB02] ). It was extended to certain classes of non-hereditary algebras in works such as [Chi13, CC15, CCKW17] .
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2. Background 2.1. Quivers. We denote a quiver by Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , t, h), where Q 0 is the vertex set, Q 1 the arrow set, and t, h : Q 1 → Q 0 give the tail and head of an arrow tα α − → hα. A representation M of Q is a collection of (finite-dimensional) k-vector spaces (M z ) z∈Q 0 assigned to the vertices of Q, along with a collection of k-linear maps (M α : M tα → M hα ) α∈Q 1 assigned to the arrows. We recall the some key facts here, but for a more detailed recollection we refer the interested reader to standard references such as [ASS06, Sch14, DW17] .
A quiver Q determines a path algebra kQ. The category of (left) modules over the algebra kQ/I is equivalent to the category of representations of the quiver with relations (Q, R), where R is usually taken to be a minimal set of generators of I. These equivalences can be used freely without significantly affecting the geometry, as made precise in [Bon91] . The Jacobson radical rad(kQ/I) is spanned by all the paths of Q of length ≥ 1 modulo R.
An ideal is admissible if rad N (kQ) ⊆ I ⊆ rad 2 (kQ) for some N ≥ 2. Given a finite dimensional k-algebra A, it is Morita equivalent to a quotient of a path algebra kQ/I. If I is taken to be admissible (which is always possible), then Q is uniquely determined. We always assume that I ⊂ rad 2 (kQ), and that I is admissible in Section 5 for our results on moduli spaces.
2.2. Node splitting. The operation of node splitting for Artin algebras was introduced by Martínez-Villa [MV80] . Here we recall this notation in language translated to quotients of quiver path algebras. We say that x ∈ Q 0 is a node of an algebra A = kQ/I if αβ ∈ I for all pairs α, β ∈ Q 1 such that hα = x and tβ = x. In other words, any path having x as an intermediate vertex is 0 in A.
Given a quiver Q and x ∈ Q 0 , we can consider the quiver Q x with vertex set
and arrow set (Q x ) 1 = Q 1 . Tail and head functions t, h : (Q x ) 1 → (Q x ) 0 are the same as in Q except that x is replaced with x t in the codomain of t, and x is replaced with x h in the codomain of h. The operation locally around x is illustrated below.
Notice that the set of paths of positive length in Q x can be naturally identified with a subset of the set of paths of Q, inducing an inclusion of vector spaces rad(kQ x ) ⊂ rad(kQ). Let x be a node of an algebra kQ/I. The algebra A x = kQ x /I x is defined with Q x as above and we set I x = I ∩ rad(kQ x ). It is easily observed that if x is a node of A = kQ/I, then A x has exactly one fewer node than A (not counting sources and sinks). The representation theory of A and A x are known to be closely related (for example, see Corollary 3.4).
An algebra A = kQ/I such that every vertex of Q is a node is a radical square zero algebra, satisfying rad 2 (A) = 0.
Representation varieties. Given a quiver Q and dimension vector
we study the representation variety
where Mat(m, n) denotes the variety of matrices with m rows, n columns, and entries in k.
We consider the left action of the base change group
Now consider an algebra A = kQ/I with corresponding quiver with relations (Q, R).
Then the representation variety rep
Thus, the points of rep 2.4. Rational singularities. We say that a map between algebraic varieties f : Z → X is a resolution of singularities, if Z is smooth, and f is proper and birational. An algebraic variety X has rational singularities, if for some (hence, any) resolution of singularites Z → X, we have (a) X is normal, that is, the natural map
It is known that if X has rational singularities, then X is a Cohen-Macaulay variety. For more details, we refer the reader to [Wey03, Section 1.2].
2.5. Homogeneous fiber bundles. Let G be an algebraic group and H ≤ G a closed algebraic subgroup, and suppose we have an action of H on a quasi-projective algebraic variety S. We write G × H S for the quotient of G × S by the free left action of H given by h · (g, s) = (gh −1 , h · s), called an induced space or homogeneous fiber bundle. We consider this quotient as a G-variety by the action g · (g ′ , s) = (gg ′ , s). Furthermore, we embed S ֒→ G × H S via the map s → (1, s). The following lemma can be proven directly from definitions; see for example [Tim11, §2.1] for further discussion.
Lemma 2.1. The maps below are mutually inverse, inclusion preserving bijections.
In particular, they give a bijection on orbits and isomorphism of orbit closure posets.
Node splitting and bundles
Consider an algebra A = kQ/I, and d a dimension vector of Q.
3.1. Node splitting on strata. Throughout we use the following notation.
Definition 3.1. For a vertex x ∈ Q 0 and a representation M ∈ rep A (d), we denote by h x (M ) and t x (M ) the linear maps
Given subset S ⊂ rep A (d), we define the x-rank of S to be the number
Moreover, we denote by
Now assume that x ∈ Q 0 is a node of A. Let A x = kQ x /I x be the algebra obtained by splitting the node x, as explained in Section 2.2. Fix an integer r with 0 ≤ r ≤ d(x). We denote by d x r the dimension vector of Q x obtained by putting 
In the remainder of the paper we implicitly use this specific embedding rep
Retaining the notation above, furthermore let P r ≤ GL(d(x)) be the parabolic subgroup of block upper triangular matrices with two blocks along the diagonal, of size r in the upper left and d(x) − r in the lower right. Let P x r (d) ≤ GL(d) be the subgroup where the factor GL(d(x)) is replaced by P r , so we have also that 
If rep r A (d) is non-empty then the following map is an isomorphism of varieties:
Proof. The map is well-defined since Ψ(gp −1 , pM ) = Ψ(g, M ). To construct the inverse morphism, take any N ∈ rep r A (d), so we know image h x (N ) is an r-dimensional subspace of
the subspace spanned by the first r standard basis vectors. Since x is a node in A, this means
via the identification of (3.2). This g is not unique, but any g 0 ∈ GL(d) with the same property satisfies that g −1 0 g stabilizes k r , which is to say g
as above gives a well-defined inverse morphism to Ψ.
Using this geometric interplay, we recover the following well-known result (see [MV80] ). Proof. It is immediate from Proposition 3.3 that for any d and 0 ≤ r ≤ d(x) we have a bijection
with r x h (M ) < r, then S x h is a summand of M . This shows that the only indecomposable representation of A x that does not appear in the sets on the left hand side of (3.5) is S x h .
We are left to show that under the correspondence in (3. Proof. We use the notation as in the proof of Corollary 3.4. A representation is Schur if and only its stabilizer in the projective linear group is trivial. If H is the 
is projective. We have an isomorphism of varieties by the map (g, x) → (g, gx) . Hence, the multiplication map 
Hence, Ψ C is birational.
Proposition 3.8. For each 0 ≤ r ≤ d(x), the maps below are mutually inverse, inclusion preserving bijections.
Proof. It follows by Proposition 3.7 that C → GL(d) · C is a well-defined function between the sets above. Each subvariety C (resp D) in the set on the left (resp. right) hand side above is uniquely determined by
To show that the inverse map is the one claimed, we are left to show that
). The containment ⊇ is immediate, so we must show the other direction. Take g ∈ GL(d) and
. We want to show that g · M ∈ C. To do so, it is enough to find
Such a g ′ exists if and only if M is isomorphic to g · M when considered as a representation of A x . So this containment is essentially just saying that if two representations of A are isomorphic (by g), then they are isomorphic when considered as representations of A x (by g ′ ). Let B 1 (resp. B 2 ) be the matrix of the map h x (M ) (resp. h x (g · M )).Since M, g · M ∈ rep A x (d x r ), the images of both α 1 , α 2 are contained in k r . Hence, only the first r rows of B 1 (resp B 2 ) non-zero. We denote the matrix formed by the first r rows of B 1 (resp. B 2 ) by B ′ 1 (resp. B ′ 2 ). Since B 1 and B 2 are row-equivalent (i.e. have the same reduced row echelon form), the matrices B ′ 1 and B ′ 2 are also row-equivalent. Using the same argument with the maps with source x, we see that there is a matrix
For the "in particular" part, we simply note that each irreducible component C ⊆ rep Q (d) has a well defined x-rank r which uniquely determines e = d x r in the notation of the theorem statement, and then a unique irreducible component of rep A x (e) by the previous paragraph.
The following is immediate from Proposition 3.8 above.
Corollary 3.9. Let N ∈ rep r A (d), and consider its Example 4.1. Consider the algebra A = kQ/I where Q is given below and I is generated by relations declaring that x is a node, along with the relation cba = 0. We first describe the irreducible components of the A 4 quiver above, with the convention that indecomposables correspond to roots (their dimension vectors). In the cases r = 0 and r = 3, the representation varieties are irreducible affine spaces C 0 , C 3 . When r = 1, the representation variety has two components C 1 and C ′ 1 that are the orbit closures of the representations (1, 1, 1, 0) ⊕2 ⊕ (0, 0, 1, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 0) ⊕ (1, 1, 1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1, 1, 1) ⊕ (0, 0, 1, 0), respectively. For r = 2, there are again two components C 2 and C ′ 2 , that are the closures of (1, 1, 1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1, 1, 1) ⊕ (0, 0, 1, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 0) ⊕ (0, 1, 1, 1) ⊕2 ⊕ (0, 0, 1, 0), respectively.
By abuse of notation, we can view the components obtained above as components for A x . Since all the components have maximal x h -rank, their GL(d)-saturation yield irreducible closed subsets in rep A (d) according to Proposition 3.8. However, it is clear that the Proof. Assume by contradiction that GL(d) · C is strictly contained in an irreducible component C ′ of rep A (d). By Proposition 3.8, we must have r x (C ′ ) > r. On the open subset of C ′ of representations N with r x (N ) = r x (C ′ ), we must have dim ker t x (N ) > r. Since C ′ is irreducible, this shows that for all representations N ∈ C ′ , we have dim ker t x (N ) > r. But the assumptions imply that for M (viewed as a representation in rep A (d)), we have dim ker t x (M ) = r. Hence M / ∈ C ′ , a contradiction.
Applying recursively Proposition 3.8, we give an explicit description of the irreducible components of representation varieties for radical-square algebras. Proof. Let Q sp denote the quiver obtained by splitting all the nodes of A. Clearly, |Q sp 0 | = 2|Q 0 |, and the vertices of Q sp are sinks x h and sources x t corresponding to the vertices x ∈ Q 0 . Since the quiver Q sp has no relations, all of its representation varieties are irreducible affine spaces.
Fix r ≤ d and let s = d − r. To show that C r is irreducible, it is enough to show that C • r is so. Starting with the representation variety rep A (d) and splitting the nodes of A repeatedly w.r.t. the ranks given by the dimension vector r, we arrive at the representation variety rep Q sp (e), where e is the dimension vector given by e(x h ) = r(x) and e(x t ) = s(x) for x ∈ Q 0 . Via the isomorphisms in Proposition 3.3 (applied recursively), C • r corresponds to the open subset of representations N ∈ rep Q sp (e) such that r x h (N ) = e(x h ) = r(x) for all x ∈ Q 0 . Since the latter is irreducible, this shows that C • r is irreducible as well. Moreover, under the bijections in Proposition 3.8 (applied recursively), C r corresponds to rep Q sp (e).
Given x ∈ Q 0 , it is easy to see that there is a representation N ∈ rep Q sp (e) such that r x h (N ) = r(x) if and only if u x (r) ≥ 0. Since rep Q sp (e) is irreducible, we obtain that C r is non-empty if and only if u x (r) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Q 0 . Now take C r non-empty. We show that if r satisfies u x (r) > l x and v x (r) < 0 for some x ∈ Q 0 , then C r ⊂ C r ′ , where r ′ (x) = r(x) + 1, and r ′ (y) = r(y) for y ∈ Q 0 \ {x}. First, we show that C r ′ is non-empty. We have u x (r ′ ) = u x (r) − l x − 1 ≥ 0. Since v x (r) < 0, we have in particular that s(x) > r(y) for any vertex y = x such that there is an arrow from x to y, and so u y (r ′ ) ≥ s ′ (x) − r ′ (y) = s(x) − 1 − r(y) ≥ 0. We obtain that u z (r ′ ) ≥ 0 for all z ∈ Q 0 , hence C r ′ is non-empty and it corresponds to rep Q sp (e ′ ) via the bijections in Proposition 3.8. Now take any M ∈ C r . By abuse of notation, we can view M as a representation in rep Q sp (e). We see that since v x (r) < 0, we have a decomposition M ∼ = N ⊕ S xt , where S xt denotes the simple at x t . Hence, as representations of A, we have
We are left to show that there are no containments between the irreducibles above. Take C r , C r ′ two irreducibles from the union above, and assume that C r ⊂ C r ′ . Clearly, we must have r ≤ r ′ , and so s ′ ≤ s. Assume that there is a vertex x ∈ Q 0 such that r(x) < r ′ (x).
Since u x (r) > u x (r ′ ) + l x ≥ l x , we must have v x (r) ≥ 0. Then there is a representation M ∈ rep Q sp (e) such that map t xt (M ) is injective. We conclude as in Lemma 4.2 that M / ∈ C r ′ , a contradiction.
Remark 4.5. We call the vectors r as in (4.4) rank sequences. In the case that A = kQ/ rad 2 (kQ), a description of the irreducible components of each representation variety for A is given in [BCHZ15, Prop. 3.9]. Comparing our notation with that of [BCHZ15] , the modules in an irreducible component C r have generic top x∈Q 0 S s(x)
x . Their description is in terms of representation theoretic data. Our description is complementary, given purely in terms of combinatorial data from the dimension vector. Thus, it is straightforward to write a script enumerating the rank sequences of the irreducible components of rep A (d) using only the adjacency matrix of Q and dimension vector d as input. We illustrate this in the following example.
Example 4.6. We compare the two approaches mentioned in the previous remark by computing irreducible components for the following module quiver from [BCHZ15, Example 3.11] using our methods. Let A = kQ/ rad 2 (kQ), where Q is the quiver 
. . , C k are uniquely determined by this property, up to order. The expression (4.7) is referred to as the generic decomposition of C, since it means C has a dense subset in which each representation M decomposes as
This generalizes the canonical decomposition of a dimension vector d of a quiver without relations introduced by Kac [Kac80, Kac82] and studied extensively by Schofield, Derksen, and Weyman [Sch92, DW02, DW11b] .
Proof of Theorem 1.2(b).
Let C be an irreducible component of rep A (d) with r x (C) = r, and consider the corresponding irreducible component C x of rep A x (d x r ) given by Proposition 3.8. Let C x = C x 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C x k be the generic decomposition of C x , where C x i is an irreducible component of rep A x (e i ), for some dimension vector e i . Since r x h (C x ) = r, the map h x h (M ) is surjective for an open set of representations M in C x . Hence, the dimension vector dimS x h of the simple representation S x h cannot appear among the e i . In particular, since each C x i is indecomposable we must have r x h (C x i ) = e i (x h ), for all i = 1, . . . , k.
, which is irreducible and closed in rep A (d i ) by Proposition 3.8, where d i is given by d i (y) = e i (y) for y = x, and d i (x) = e i (x h ) + e i (x t ). By Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, each C i is indecomposable, and decompositions of generic representations in C x carry over to C.
We are left to show that C i is an irreducible component of rep A (d i ) for all i = 1, . . . , k. If e i = dimS xt , then C i = rep A (d i ) is a point. Otherwise, any indecomposable representation M ∈ C x i satisfies the assumption in Lemma 4.2, thus finishing the proof.
In [BCHZ15, Theorem 5.6], they determine the generic decomposition of each irreducible component for a radical square zero algebra. Their result can be described in our notation of the previous subsection as follows. Given an irreducible component C r , we obtain a dimension vector e for the quiver Q sp as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Take the canonical decomposition e = e 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ e k over Q sp . Each e i determines the dimension vector d i and rank sequence r i for the original Q such that C r i is an indecomposable irreducible component of rep A (d i ). Namely, the vector d i is given by d i (x) = e i (x h ) + e i (x t ) for all x ∈ Q 0 . The rank sequence r i is given by forgetting the integers assigned to the sources: that is, r i (x) = e i (x h ) for all x ∈ Q 0 . Then C r = C r 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C r k is the generic decomposition.
We recall that an algebra has the dense orbit property in the sense of [CKW15] , if each irreducible component of each of its representation varieties has a dense orbit. Since it is enough to check this property on indecomposable irreducible components, the following is an easy consequence of the considerations above. It is immediate from this corollary that a radical square zero algebra has the dense orbit property if and only if it is already representation finite, which happens precisely when Q sp is of Dynkin type (not necessarily connected). This is [BCHZ15, Theorem 7.2].
Our result is more flexible than the radical square zero situation in that we can get the canonical decomposition for any irreducible component of an algebra where splitting nodes ends in a component where the generic decomposition is known. We illustrate this in the following example where splitting nodes yields a gentle algebra. with I ⊂ kQ generated by relations such that vertices 1 and 3 are nodes, and additionally all 2-cycles are zero. Splitting both of the nodes 1 and 3 yields the gentle algebra of [Car15, Example 1]. Irreducible components for representation varieties of this gentle algebra can be parametrized by maximal rank sequences. Carroll gives a combinatorial method for determining the generic decomposition into string and band modules for each such irreducible component, and thus our Theorem 1.2(b) gives the generic decomposition for the corresponding irreducible component of the algebra in this example (which is not gentle).
4.3. Singularities. We now prove the singularities statement of the main theorem. Assume char k = 0 throughout this subsection. We continue with a fixed x ∈ Q 0 which is a node of A, and A x is the algebra obtained by splitting the node x as in Section 2.2. Theorem 1.2(c) is a special case of the following more general theorem. 
The statement on normality now follows from Proposition 1 of [Kem76] , and the statement on rational singularities follows from Theorem 3 of loc. cit. Example 4.12. Consider the following algebra A = kQ/I obtained by deleting vertex 6 from the algebra in Example 4.1, so again I is generated by relations declaring that x is a node, along with the relation cba = 0. 
Orbit closures of A x are orbit closures for a type D quiver, and thus have rational singularities by [BZ02] . Therefore, combining Corollary 3.9 with Theorem 4.10 shows that all orbit closures for A have rational singularities. Note that by Corollary 3.4 the algebra A is of finite representation type.
Moduli spaces
In this section we apply the results above to moduli spaces of semistable representations. We give only a minimal recollection of the background here, referring the reader to A. D. King's original paper [Kin94] or [Rei08, DW17] for more detailed treatment.
The idea of King was to apply the general machinery of Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) [MFK94, New09] to study representations of finitely generated algebras. The tools of GIT are very useful for understanding closed orbits of the action of a reductive group on a variety. However, in the situation of GL(d) acting on rep A (d), the closed orbits correspond to just the semisimple representations, so there is only one such representation per d when A is finite dimensional.
It turns out that there are many subcategories of the category of representations of A with richer collections of semisimple objects. From the representation theory perspective, each choice of weight θ ∈ ZQ 0 determines an abelian subcategory of θ-semistable representations. The simple objects of this category are called θ-stable representations. The choice of θ can be arbitrary in our results below.
More precisely, for each d satisfying θ · d = 0, the collection of θ-semistable points of π is an honest quotient map when restricted to this subvariety (again possibly empty). We extend the notations above to subsets C ⊆ rep A (d), writing C ss θ for the set of θ-semistable points in C, and M(C) ss θ for the image of π(C ss θ ). Since the θ-stable representations are the simple objects in the abelian category of θ-semistable representations, every θ-semistable representation M has a well-defined set of θ-stable composition factors from the Jordan-Hölder theorem, and associated graded representation gr θ (M ).
The following result shows that the semistability of representations for an algebra A with a node x is particularly simply-behaved around x and carries over to the semi-stability of the algebra A x . Proof. Clearly, we can assume M x = 0. Consider first the case when M is θ-stable. In particular, it must be a Schur representation. By Corollary 3.6, either h x (M ) or t x (M ) is zero. Assume that the latter holds (the former is analogous). Then M x = 0 implies that S x is a subrepresentation of M x . Since M is θ-stable, either S x = M in which case θ · dimS x = θ(x) = 0, or θ(x) < 0 in which case h x (M ) is onto. Now let M be θ-semistable. Let us prove part (a) (part (b) is analogous). Then θ(x) < 0 implies that for all θ-stable composition factors N of M the map h x (N ) is onto. Hence, h x (gr θ (M )) is onto, and then h x (M ) is onto as well.
We are left with part (c), in which case the simple S x is θ-stable. Then (c) follows from the fact that the set of θ-semistable representations forms an abelian category which is closed under extensions, and that x is a node forces every copy of S x to lie in the top or socle of any representation.
The process of passing from M to gr θ (M ) can be carried out in a geometric setting, known as a θ-stable decomposition. We follow the exposition of [CK18, §2.4] which is a slight generalization of [Chi13, Section 3C], based on the original idea of [DW11a] in the case that A = kQ for an acyclic quiver Q. From here on, we assume that char k = 0.
Definition 5.2. Let C be a GL(d)-invariant, irreducible, closed subvariety of rep A (d), and assume C has a nonempty subset of θ-semistable points. Consider a collection
of irreducible components such that each has a nonempty subset of θ-stable points, C i = C j for i = j, and also consider some multiplicities m i ∈ Z >0 , for i = 1, . . . , k. We say that {(C i , m i )} k i=1 is a θ-stable decomposition of C if, for a general representation M ∈ C ss θ , its corresponding gr θ (M ) is in C , and write
It is shown in [CK18, Prop. 3] that any GL(d)-stable, irreducible, closed subvariety of rep A (d) which has as least one θ-semistable point admits a θ-stable decomposition. The following result makes precise how the geometry of a moduli space of θ-semistable representations is constrained (and in some cases completely determined) by the geometry of moduli spaces arising from its θ-stable decomposition. Here, the m th symmetric power S m (X) of a variety X is the quotient of m i=1 X by the action of the symmetric group on m elements which permutes the coordinates. Here we have combined the three parts of the main theorem of [CK18] for simplicity; this is enough for our application. We also note that the map of this theorem is quite simplistic on the set-theoretical level, sending a list of representations to their direct sum. The entire content is that this induces a morphism of varieties with nice properties.
Using Corollary 1.4, the map Ψ in Theorem 5.3 is always an isomorphism for radical square zero algebras. However, in this case the map is perhaps less interesting due to Proposition 5.1. Nevertheless, if we add to the quiver of a radical square zero algebra some additional arrows and vertices (without adding additional relations) then the representation varieties of the obtained algebra are still normal, hence the map Ψ in Theorem 5.3 is again an isomorphism. On the other hand, such algebras have richer moduli spaces. We illustrate these considerations with the following example.
